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Irregular verbs grade 6. Irregular verbs grade 4. Irregular verbs grade 5.
Read More You’ve done the hard part and finally registered for your , congratulations! Now all you need to do is pass it! H... by Nintendo. Read More So, you’re preparing to take the . They are not quite the same as regular verbs such as play, walk and swim. Read More Speech shadowing is an advanced language learning technique. The game does
provide opportunities to earn game currency as you play, which you can then use to purchase champions. We’re problem-solvers. It’s like they’ve been sent from the devil to destroy the morale of English la... Read More Written language is as important today as it has ever been. Read More Passing a job interview in a language that’s not your mother
tongue is always a challenge – but however daunting i... Read More You’ve probably heard of . Often it’s a struggle to pr... There’s so much to see and do during the summer months that it’s hard to know wh... Just like the and... Read More It’s the start of a new academic term and new courses are about to begin. You may have heard your English
teacher t... Read More We head off on vacation full of excitement and joy. It can be used in lots of different ways, a... Travel, work, culture, educati... Some are added to dictionaries like . You’re in the right place. Photo Courtesy: @FortniteGame/Twitter Even if you aren’t playing with friends, it’s easy to find a match to join, and the game is highly
addictive. Nobody is watching the TV anymore - 2019 is the year of the YouTuber! If you’re an English langu... Read More Business is all about communication. You’re never more than a few clicks away from downloading and using free software that makes your life easier and more fun. Read More Everyone is talking about soft skills. Som... It’s too
hot and everyone escapes to little vi... Read More Unless you were raised to be bilingual, speaking two languages can require years of study and hard work. Read More Telephone interviews in English can seem scary. Read More Between going to class, studying at home and worrying about the results, it’s easy to forget... Read More As Barcelona and
the rest of Spain enters the ‘new normality’, it’s time to plan ahead for the summer. I’m Luke and I’ve been producing the podcast at home in my flat for 13 years. If you’re skilled at programming or coding, you can even make tweaks or changes to many open source programs to accomplish even more. B... Read More Knowing what articles are and
when to use them in English can be difficult for language learners to pick up. Read More A lot of students think English is easy to learn - that is until they encounter phrasal verbs! We are sure you have hear... Read More Foreign accent and understanding When you meet someone new, what’s the first thing you notice? Read More Keep kids’ minds
sharp over the Easter holidays with some entertaining, educational activities in English. Read More Who said learning English was just for the young? Read More It’s time for some back-to-school motivation. So, there’s a strong chance you may have to learn how to negotia... We recommend the computer-based exam to our stud... Have you devoured
all of your past papers and need some extra e... But now you’re faced with a completely d... Read More Due to the ongoing emergency lockdown measures imposed by the Spanish Government . Get CreativeOpen source software isn’t just for productivity or file sharing. Read More Students who are taking their B2 First Certificate exam (FCE) will be
asked to do two pieces of writing within an 80 min... If your first la... Read More There are three main verb tenses in English - , the present and the future - which each have various forms and uses. Read More Have you ever wondered where English words come from? Read More Business idioms are used throughout the workplace. Fortnite Fortnite is
arguably the most popular of the Battle Royale games to hit the tech world in quite some time. Especially ... Read More Each year new words enter the English language. It’s a time to explore somewhere new, relax and spend time with ou... Read More Are you preparing for a Cambridge English qualification? Read More Well done you! You’ve made it
to Part 6 of the Reading and Use of English exam. Language learners have to think about pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary... This task is a bit like a jigsaw puzzle. But how about in Engli... Photo Courtesy: eclipse_images/E+/Getty Images With the world still dramatically slowed down due to the global novel coronavirus pandemic, many people
are still confined to their homes and searching for ways to fill all their unexpected free time. Read More Your is coming to an end and exam day is fast approaching. We’d like to remind you that , and classes are all st... Read More No matter how long you've been learning a language, you're likely to make a mistake every once in a while. Most of our
business meetings now take place via video conferencing... Read More Many students have aspirations to move abroad. If so, your problem solving skills can actually help you with B2 First Reading and... Great Britain is an ancient island, full of superstition... Whether it’s in a lift, at a conference, in a meeting roo... They’re fun, they get you in the
mood for the ho... Read More After racing through the first four parts of the Cambridge English Reading and Use of English paper, you’ve managed t... Read More Welcome to Part 7 of the Reading and Use of English paper. Read More Quizlet, Duolingo, Busuu...there are lots of apps on the market nowadays to help you learn and improve your
English. In meetings, conversations and even whilst making at the coffee mac... Read More Christmas movies are one of the best things about the holiday season. They are the personal traits that allow you to be mentally elastic, to adapt to n... This is the perfect opportunity to set your ... If you’re worried about what a gaming hobby could do to your
tight budget right now, we’ve got you covered. Read More Many people believe that artificial intelligence (AI) translators are surpassing human translators in their ability to a... Read More What exactly is the difference between an IELTS exam and a Cambridge English exam such as the First (FCE) or Advanced (C... Read More The new school year is
about to begin and many of you are probably thinking that it’s about time to take the plunge an... Feeling nervous about the writing paper? But why not use this time to your advantage, and work on... Whether you want to prepare for an , to respond to or it’... She began English classes back in May 2019 at Oxford House, and since then ... Read More
Do you like putting together puzzles? If gathering resources, building structures and shooting at your enemies is what you look for in a game, Fortnite is the game for you. Expect... We promise ourselves to eat more healthily, exercise more and save money. We wouldn’t be surprised if you are scratchin... You walk outside and you notice something
unusua... They are written to help... Read More Oxford House are extremely proud to announce our partnership with MigraCode - a Barcelona-based charity which trains ref... Read More If you’ve been studying at Oxford House for a while there’s a good chance that you’ll recognise Judy - with her bi... Open source software is free to acquire, copy and
share, and some creators even allow users to manipulate and change the software. Not quite. Read More Teenagers today are definitely part of the smartphone generation and many parents are concerned about the amount of time... It’s recognised by u... And, if you... Read More Our children learn English at school from a young age - with some even
starting basic language classes from as early as ... Read More Here comes the sun! That’s right, summer is on its way and, for many, that means a chance to take a well-deserved brea... Check out these tips for finding free open source software for your PC:What Is Open Source Software? Read More Are you studying for the B2 First exam? Photo
Courtesy: @LeagueOfLegends/Twitter The game rewards careful tactics and good teamwork and is always free to play, but if you want to keep your character after a week or add any special features and enhancements to your game play, you will have to pay a fee. Smite also features a rotating roster of free characters that can be permanently
purchased with in-game currency or bought in packs with real cash. Read More Do you have difficulty with the past tenses in English? Whe... Read More Back in December 2019, we sat down and attempted to make a list of . Today, more and more people are quit... Read More Making the decision to do a Cambridge English language qualification can
be intimidating. The website The Simple Dollar recommends free open source creative software, or you can simply search for open source programs that accomplish what you want to achieve. She is voice-activated - like Sir... We don’t know when we will be a... We look for patterns in language and ... Tired of Instagram? When you see its lush green
landscape and breathtaking views, it’s easy to see w... Read More Welcome to the new school year! It’s great to have you back. Read More Are you looking for ways to learn English during the summer holidays? No one could have predicted the year that was about... Let’s take a look at a few of the top-rated free PC games, according to Tech Radar
and PC Magazine, across a range of genres. When it comes to escaping the real world and killing a little time, it’s hard to beat the magic of some PC gaming. Read More There are four linguistic skills that you utilise when learning a new language: reading, writing speaking and listening.... Open source means the designers and developers of the
software have made the programming publicly available. Read More Learning English is more fun when you do it in a fantastic location like Barcelona. That’s right, accents a... It’s important to practise your skills in m... Read More Are you a ski-fanatic that spends all week dreaming about white-capped peaks, fluffy snow and hearty mountain food?
Read More Haven’t you heard? Read More Exams are nerve-wracking. Read More You're probably very familiar with sending emails (and sometimes letters) in your first language. What’s more, there are hundreds of ... Read More On average, Netflix subscribers spend streaming their favourite content. ... Read More The Gràcia Festival, or , is an
annual celebration taking place in the lovely, bohemian neighbourhood of Gràcia in upt... The podcast started in 2009 and is still going strong. You’re in the right place! In this series of blogs we want to show you al... Read More At Oxford House, we know learning a language extends beyond the classroom. The new school year is about to start and
everyone is feeling refreshed ... Read More A lot of our global business is conducted in English. Read More A language exchange (or Intercambio in Spanish) is an excellent way to practise English outside of the classroom. For example, you don’t need an expensive program to make your photos look professional. We’ve made so many amazing
memories - from our twentieth-anniversary party to some enter... Gifted speakers have a way of making people want to listen and take acti... There are l... You’re nearly at the end of your . Read More What do English, Maori, Vietnamese and Zulu have in common? Read More Picture this: You’re in your B2 First exam and you’ve finished the Use of
English part. Now what’s next? If you are learning English but need some help, our monthly course is what y... It... Read More Writing in your only language can be a challenge, but writing in another language can be a complete nightmare ! Where do... As one year ends and another begins, many of us like to set ourselves goals in order to make our
live... As our minds turn to the cold and frosty winter nig... Each character has its own set of weapons to use during a match. League of Legends uses a freemium model where characters rotate weekly, and certain extras cost money. Read More 2019 went by in a flash - and what a year it’s been! We’re just as excited to be looking back on the past 12
months ... Screenrant gave this fighting game a “Very Good” rating. Read More Ever wonder how much time you spend on your phone a day? Now it’s time to sit back and enjoy the rest of the e... Thankfully, most native English speakers only have a voc... Twenty years ago you might ha... In this game, you must coordinate with your teammates to
destroy the opposing team’s base. Read More Reading is one of the best ways to practice English. Read More One of the biggest challenges for Spanish speakers when learning English is pronunciation. Employers often use them to filter-out candidates before the face-to-fa... We’ve got you covered – Instagram Reels is a n... Whether you’re taking it
bec... Read this article for some top tips and usef... One where you have ... Before you decide to use an open source program, it’s important to understand what it is. Some might be more important to you than others. Computers make life so much easier, and there are plenty of programs out there to help you do almost anything you want. Read More
Graded readers are adaptations of famous stories, or original books aimed at language learners. But... Watching a fantastic, original-language... And with , it’s no surprise why. We don’t have to wait a week for a new episode of our favourite TV... It’s time to hike the soaring mountains, listen to country... Read More If you’re wondering how to do Part
8 of the Reading and Use of English paper, you’re in the right place! After s... A few years ago, torrent clients had a bad reputation because users uploaded bootleg copies of movies and television shows for others to download, but don’t let that scare you away from using these programs to send huge files. Join my audience of people around the world
and listen to LEP. Read More The year has flown by and we are already into the second week of our summer intensive courses. Read More Learning English is difficult! With its irregular verbs, tricky pronunciation and even harder spelling, lots of students... Read More Students take language certifications like the Cambridge B2 First qualification for
lots of different reasons. Read More “Your future is whatever you make it, so make it a good one.” - Doc Brown, Back to the future. Read More Okay, take a deep breath. Read More Speaking is often thought to be the hardest skill to master when learning English. Don’t expect to master the complexities of this game overnight, but the action starts as
soon as you click the “play” button. English is a Germanic language, which means it has lots of similarities with Germa... From aardvark to zyzz... Read More “The problem with the French is that they have no word for entrepreneur.” This phrase was attributed to George W. Others are old words that are give... Maybe you want to pass an official exam.
Plenty of free photo editing software downloads are available. The problem is some software is far too expensive. Not long to go now – just three mor... Read More It’s nearly Valentine’s day and love is in the air at Oxford House. It’s fun, relaxing and helps you improve your comprehension skill... Read More Imagine the scene. Read More The long
summer holiday is almost here and we’ve got some top tips on how you can keep up your English over the summer... With so many binge-worthy series out there, it... Read More If there’s one good thing to come out of this year, it’s that learning a language has never been so easy or accessib... You're never too old to learn something new. Increase
Productivity Some offices use open source software to give employees the means to do the same tasks they can do with Microsoft Office, but for free. The big ones ... Read More The next time you’re walking down the street, in a waiting room, or on public transport in Barcelona take a look aroun... Free database software is also available to help you
organize everything from client lists to Christmas card lists. Torrent clients break big files into smaller pieces for another person to download. Reading and Use of English Part 4 may not be your cup of tea – in fact most students feel quit... Read More Learning a second language has a lot in common with learning to play an instrument or sport. Read
More Congratulations! You’ve passed your Cambridge B2 First exam. Read More Being stuck inside can make you feel like you’re going crazy. Matches take place between five-person teams that focus on destroying their opponents’ bases and towers. These alternatives to Microsoft Office have become so popular that Microsoft even started offering a
free online version of its product. Whether it’s colleagues, clients or suppliers, we spend a big chunk of our workin... Read More Learning another language as an adult can be frustrating. You can tackle many creative tasks for free if you have the right tools on your computer. Read More Learning a second language, for many people, is one of the best
decisions they ever make. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Luke’s English Podcast is an award-winning audio show for learners of English as a foreign language. Read More Whether it’s in meetings, telephone conversations or networking events, you’ll find specific vocabulary and buzzword... Kids and te... Read More Conditionals? It’s the
world’s leading test for study, work and migration after all. Read More If you’re a student at , you’ll know it is far more than just a language academy. Perhaps you’ve thought about tr... Read More Exams are terrifying! The big day is here and after all that studying and hard work, it’s finally time to show what y... Read More Black Friday is the day
after Thanksgiving. The game dumps you into a world with 99 other players, where you engage in a free-for-all battle until only a single player is left standing. When working in English, it’s comm... I’m also a stand-up comedian. Read More What are modal verbs? Read More We’re sure you’ve done a great job answering the questions for of your .
Look for sites with user reviews to help you spot the best programs. The game is played from a third-person perspective, making combat feel much more dynamic. There are plenty of benef... Maybe you nee... Read More The feast of Sant Jordi is one of Barcelona’s most popular and enduring celebrations. Read More “Alexa, what exactly are you?”
Alexa is a virtual AI assistant owned by Amazon. You’re not alone: with so many different options on ... But with travel restrictions still in place, m... Read More Have you ever thought about dropping everything to go travelling around the world? The game also continues to make an effort to perfect the fan-favorite Master League mode. Read More
New words spring up each year! They often come from popular culture, social and political issues, and innovations in tec... That means using open source software allows you to accomplish many tasks without purchasing exclusive and restrictive licenses for expensive programs. Read More It’s October and you’ve just signed up for an English course.
Read More When it comes to exams, preparation is the key to success - and the IELTS Writing Paper Part 2 is no exception! It is wo... Think that sounds bloodthirsty? It’s also worth noting that two of the most popular web browsers out there, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, are open source themselves, which gives you countless possibilities for
customization. Although... Read More New year, new you. Read More With the recent outbreak of Covid-19, many of us may have to gather our books and study from home. You fight in competitions with up to four players, and the ultimate goal is to knock your opponent out of the arena to score points. Read More All countries are proud of their
quirky traditions and this is no more evident than . Read More Are you bored of Facebook? League of Legends League of Legends is one of the most highly played multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games available for the PC. Read More We are delighted to be going through the final stages of our accreditation, which will help us provide the best
languag... Get the free LEP App to listen on your iPhone/iPad or Android device. Don’t feel part of the Twitter generation? Read More Have you heard of these fascinating British Easter traditions? Read More The (CAE) is a high-level qualification, designed to show that candidates are confident and flexible language users who... With one click of a
button we have access to thousands of news stories all on our pho... Read More We spend hours consuming the news. Read More Learning a new language is hard, but fun. Photo Courtesy: @officialpes/Twitter The “Lite” version of Pro Evolution Soccer is free and gives players access to the Online myClub and PES Matchday Mode in addition to
playing in Local and Co-op Matches and honing their skills in Training Mode. Read More Are you struggling to decide which English language exam to take? Find out why we think this is the pe... The fun of gaming gets even better when you find games you love that you can play for free on your PC. Open source options for video and audio editing
allow you to create high-quality movies and sound files without spending a dime on pricey software. Read More The B2 First is one of the most popular English exams for students of English. Read More You’ve heard about the four skills: reading, writing, and . In South Africa they eat deep-fri... Read More Speaking in a foreign language is hard work.
Along with another , they all use the . Read More Things are hotting up in Barcelona. Today we look back at th... My podcast offers you an insightful learning resource, which aims to make you laugh while you learn. This might be for a number of reasons such as to find a new job, to impro... Read More Educational institutions all over the world have
shut their doors. You can put it behind you fo... Occasionally we have to deliver them ... Read More Football, football, football: the whole world is going crazy for the 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia! The beautiful ga... Read More Like it or not, small talk is an important part of business. Read More What’s the most challenging thing about going on
holiday in an English speaking country? However, how ma... It is a recognised qualification that can... We’re about to enter the danger zone of the Cambridge exam - Reading and Use of English Par... It’s a place to socialise, make ... Each year, new editions don’t necessarily offer many new features versus previous years, but they do tend to introduce
gaming improvements like better dribbling and player responsiveness. Read More If you find yourself commuting often and spending a lot of time on the bus, you’ll most likely turn towards playing ga... PC Gamer rated Smite an 86 out of 100, with particularly high marks for its arena combat. Is it how they look?... Read More Dear reader… We
sincerely hope you enjoyed our previous blog posts about the Writing section of the B2 First. Read More Barcelona residents will often tell you than nothing happens in August. Read More It’s a fact! The UK is obsessed with the way people talk. Read More If you’ve been studying English for a long time, you’ve probably tried lots of different ways of
learning the langua... The a... Read More Netflix has changed the way we spend our free time. Read More Love them or hate them, at some point we all have to give a business presentation. Techradar offers a yearly list of the best open source productivity software, or you can search for “open source office” to find options. Read More If you ask a
Spanish speaker what they find difficult about English language learning, they may mention false friends an... Some teams and stadiums are only available with the paid version of the game, but fan favorites like FC Barcelona and Manchester United are included. Read More Dear students, Due to the recent emergency measures from the Government
concerning COVID-19, Oxford House premises wi... Read More Have you ever wondered what it would be like to get a job in an international company? Read More Turn on a radio anywhere in the world and it won’t take long before you’re listening to an English song. Is that something you use after shampooing your hair? It all seems very easy... Read
More Roxana Milanes is twenty five and from Cuba. They all require frequent p... Read More The age of telecommunication is well and truly here. As promi... Read More Is English really that difficult? Read More There are roughly 170,000 words in use in the English language. Read More Everyone likes listening to inspiring speeches. Read More It’s
been a whirlwind 2018. Read More Imagine, for a moment, taking a cooking class in a language you didn’t know - it could be Japanese, Greek, Russian. Read More It’s time for that famous celebration of love and romance - Valentine’s Day! It is inspired by the sad story of Sain... There are a whopping 171,476 words in the . Read More The word ‘get’
is one of the most common and versatile verbs in English. Read More Want to improve your English for professional reasons? Read More Every year is the same. Even once you�... Read More From funny bananas, super long words and excitable foxes, our latest infographic explores 10 intriguing facts about the ... It’s a day to celebrate Europe’s rich
linguistic diversity and show the importance of lan... Do you know the difference between the past simple and past perf... Read More Ireland is known as the Emerald Isle. It was a hard road but you did it. Read More Are you taking an IELTS exam soon? Google has created its own versions of Word documents and Excel spreadsheets that are available
for anyone to use. It’s exam day. Read More So you’ve decided to take the ! Formerly known as FCE or the First Certificate, this is by far most popular exam. Read More You have survived the Use of English section of your , but now you are faced with a long text full of strange language, ... MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Congratulations
– you’ve made it to the B2 First Reading and Use of English Part 7! Yet, before we get too excited, ... The most popular torrent clients include uTorrent and eMule. Photo Courtesy: @SMITEGame/Twitter Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 Lite Pro Evolution Soccer (PES) is one of the bestselling video game franchises of all-time around the world. Read More
Imagine you have woken up in Barcelona for the first time in your life. You’ve just finished writing Part 1 - , and n... Read More The nights are drawing in and the leaves are falling from the trees. Brawlhalla The “brawl” in Brawlhalla pretty much says it all for this fighting game that is similar to the popular Super Smash Bros. Well, one of the best
parts about the game is that you can play with your friends — regardless of which platform they have, PC or gaming console — so get ready for some “friendly” backstabbing. Read More Languages are constantly on the move and English is no exception! As technology, culture and politics evolve, we’re fa... Read More When was the last time you
painted the town red or saw a flying pig? From nurseries to universities, business schools to l... Perhaps what you’re lookin... Read More So that’s it! It’s decided, you’re moving to the USA. Read More The is an excellent qualification to aim for if you’re thinking of studying or working abroad. Read More The 26th of September is . You might... Read
More So, you’ve moved onto Part 3, and after completing Part 2 it’s probably a welcome relief to be given some help with ... Read More Is it better to do the paper-based or the computer-based exam? Read More Have you ever put on an English radio station or podcast and gone to sleep, hoping that when you wake up in the morning ... Schools are
clos... Read More Are you preparing for ? We’ll soon be surrounded by heart-shaped ballo... Read More The new year is here and many of us will be making promises about improving our language skills in 2019. For many of u... Read More So, you’ve completed the of your Cambridge C1 Advanced (CAE). Photo Courtesy: @Brawlhalla/Twitter Smite
Smite is another popular MOBA, this one with its champions being gods from ancient pantheons and classic myths. Read More Summer is here! And more than ever, we’re in need of a bit of sunshine. Read More What’s better than watching a fantastic, original-language movie in a theatre? It’s about time to make sure you are prepared for what man...
Sant Jordi is the patron saint o... Read More Why are phrasal verbs so frustrating? Share Large Files A terrific feature of open source software is that certain programs allow you to share large files with others fairly easily. Read More “How many languages do you speak?” This is what we ask when we want to know about someone’s language skills...
You’ve been studying for each of the four sections; reading, writing, speaking an... The podcast has won 5 awards, received a British Council ELTon nomination and has had over 90 million downloads in total. Fortunately, it’s not hard to find open source software that does the same things — if you know where to look. I’m a DELTA-qualified English
teacher from London with 20 years of teaching experience. According to the latest studies, the average person spends on ... Read More Whatever your new year’s resolution was this year, it probably didn’t involve staying at home all day. Modal verbs are a type o... And as the world... Tod... Like League of Legends, Brawlhalla engages in a weekly
rotation of playable characters, but you can always purchase your favorites using in-game currency you collect as you play. There are now over 760 audio episodes, transcripts, videos, a special series on phrasal verbs, an app, and a premium subscription service focusing on vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation. Traditionally, it signals the start of
the Christmas shopping period. Get Clicking The simplest way to find good programs is to search for the phrase “free open source” followed by the type of software you need. The idea is simple: you listen to someone speaking and you ...
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